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  Schedule: 

 30 min. lecture 

 10 min. location 
discussion 

 5 min. eLearning 

 15 min. role play 
activity 
 
 

  Present to 
participants using 
PowerPoint #2 

(Albert Einstein) 

 

 

 

 

  Lead class in 
discussion of what is 
best handled in private 
versus public and when 
it should be addressed. 

Define for the 
participants how we’re 
using these terms:  

Private=behind closed 
doors and involving 
only the people in 
direct conflict.  

Public =includes others 
not directly involved in 
the conflict (e.g. your 
whole department). It 
does not mean 
“company wide” or 
“broadcast on TV.” 

Conflict Resolution 

Objectives 

After completing this topic, you will be able to: 

 List when and where to address conflict 

 Explain the perspective of each party in a disagreement 

 Prevent (or mitigate) conflict escalation 

Overview 

Whether you are a party in a disagreement or you are 

simply mediating between your employees, being able 

to resolve conflicts is a key communication skill for 

supervisors and managers. Being hands-off and 

avoiding confrontations with employees makes you a 

weak manager and makes the confrontations 

inevitable; whereas effective managers with good 

communication skills have to face confrontations less 

often. When conflicts do occur, they are less “painful” 

because you are solving small problems as they arise 

rather than waiting until they become big ones. 

Location, Location, Location 

In General Communication, you learned to “praise in public, reprimand in 

private.” You also saw that feedback should be timely, specific, and 

sincere. So how does that apply to conflict resolution? 

Type of conflict Private Public Timing 

With peers   Immediate, or when calm & casual 

With employees   Immediate, formal 

Between employees   Scheduled meeting, unless dangerous 

w/ whole team   Scheduled meeting, may be casual or formal 

w/ clients   Scheduled meeting, or immediate 

In general, the answer is to deal with conflict in private and immediately, but there is no best way; how you respond 

depends on the situation. Dealing with issues immediately prevents escalation. Bad attitudes wont’ drag down morale. 

You enhance your reputation as an effective boss. Remember to BE THE BOSS… tell your staff what to do and how to do  

it. Provide choices, especially if you’re not giving them the answer they want. 

 

In the middle of 
difficulty lies 
opportunity. 
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  Participant 
exercise: 

http://www.danamber.co
m/sdsu/edtec572/Comm
ForMgrs/ConflictResoluti
on/Module2.htm  

  Instructor 
information to share as 
needed: 

Diffuse anger in others 
by: 

 Modeling the 
behavior you want 
from them 

 Sitting down 

 Leaning forward 

 Speaking slowly, 
softly 

 Making eye 
contact (while 
avoiding staring) 
 

Additional tips: 

o Apologize 
o Paraphrase and 

check that you 
understood 
correctly 

o Accept people’s 
right to disagree 

o Don’t tolerate 
verbal abuse 

o Be firm 
o Let others save 

face 
o Don’t back people 

into a corner 
o Be constructive 
o Remain 

descriptive, not 
judgmental 

o Accept 
responsibility 

o Buy time to gain 
calm 

eLearning: Individual Differences 

Think about how outgoing or reserved you are. Then consider whether 

you are more task-oriented or person-oriented to see where you fall on 

the STEP personality chart. Are you a: Supervisor? Trainer? Executive? 

Or Programmer-type? 

 

The instructor will provide a link to the eLearning lesson on how to adapt 

your style to individuals in order to be perceived as more cooperative and 

less confrontational. 

Steps to Resolution 

You are all employed by the same company and are working toward a 

common goal, so remember to work as allies. Use this mnemonic to recall 

the steps of conflict resolution: 

Be calm 

Explain the problem from your point of view 

Ask for the other parties’ viewpoints 

Listen! 

Look for possible solutions together 

Indicate what each party agrees to do to resolve the problem 

Express your support for the plan 

Set follow-up date(s) and Summarize 

It’s not whether you disagree, how often you disagree, or what you 

disagree about. It’s how you argue that determines whether a 

http://www.danamber.com/sdsu/edtec572/CommForMgrs/ConflictResolution/Module2.htm
http://www.danamber.com/sdsu/edtec572/CommForMgrs/ConflictResolution/Module2.htm
http://www.danamber.com/sdsu/edtec572/CommForMgrs/ConflictResolution/Module2.htm
http://www.danamber.com/sdsu/edtec572/CommForMgrs/ConflictResolution/Module2.htm
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  Refer to 
handout: Hand out role 
play sheets to class, 
assigning each person 
to Party A, Party B, 
Mediator, or Observer 
roles. 

 

disagreement turns into a conflict or into a resolution.  

Try to use “I” statements to help you avoid placing blame or sounding 

accusatory: 

Using “I” Statements 

When you…  Describe behavior without judgment, exaggeration, 
labeling, attribution, or motives. 

I feel…  How does behavior affect you? It’s probably some variation 
of joy, sorrow, anger, or fear. 

Because I…  Describe connection between observed facts and provoked 
feelings. 

[Pause]  Let the other person respond. 

I would like…  Describe desired change. 

Because…  Why might the proposed change help? 

What do you 
think? 

 Listen. Discuss options and then compromise. 

Activity: Dispute Mediation 

The instructor will provide you with instructions and a role-playing sheet.  

Preventing Conflict, A Self-Assessment 

Preventing conflicts in the future requires improving communication skills 

now. After completing it for yourself, consider copying this self 

assessment checklist (by Robert Bacal, 2009) to distribute to your staff. 

1. Actively solicit feedback about your own communication and 

communication within the organization. Ask staff questions like: 

o When we talk, are you generally clear about what I am saying? 

o Do you think we communicate well around here? 

o Have you got any ideas about how we could communicate better? 

Consider including these questions (or similar ones) in your 

performance management process or staff meetings. 

2. Working with your staff, define how you should communicate in the 

organization. Develop consensus regarding: 

o How disagreements should be handled 

o How horizontal communication should work (staff-to-staff) 
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o How vertical communication should work (manager-to-staff and 

staff-to-manager) 

o What information should be available and when 

Once consensus is reached, support the achievement of these goals 

through positive reinforcement and coaching. 

3. Look at how the structure of your organization impacts 

communication. Indirect communication (communication transferred 

person-to-person) is notorious for causing problems. Consider 

increasing direct communication, where the person with the message 

relays it directly to the receiver. 

4. Learn about―and use―active listening techniques. This will set a tone 

and contribute to a positive communication climate. 




